
WRITING AN INFORMATION BOOK KS1 MATHS

Our engaging Information Texts resources for KS1 classes are perfect for helping your students practice reading and
producing factual pieces of writing.

Making finding a book an exciting trip or experience is a great way to encourage a love of reading. Find out if
your child can predict what is likely to happen next â€” can they work it out from the text and pictures? Do
you think this book could be improved? Is there a rhyming pattern? Which words make you feel this way?
How to read with children â€” general advice How children decode and spell words Children will still use
phonic skills to decode words which they cannot recognise instantly, and they should be encouraged to
continue to develop these skills. Did the pictures help you to understand more about the story? Your school
will probably have a reading scheme , so your child will be bringing books home to read, and moving through
the reading levels as they progress. What poetic features can you identify rhyme, rhythm, alliteration,
onomatopoeia, simile, metaphor, personification â€¦? What to talk about when reading a book with your child
Talking about stories helps to tune your child into books. With writing, children will start drawing vertical
lines and anti-clockwise circles, and move on to forming letters. Some questions to ask children when reading
poetry Who wrote this poem? Books for Year 7 reading list for pupils in KS3 aged Books for year 7 â€” our
reading recommendation for 11 year olds at the start of secondary school in Year 7. Children are particularly
adept at remembering rhymes and repetitive stories and this can help develop sight recognition of new words.
As we write all our own reviews please respect our hard work! The books we recommend are almost always
bought from bookshops â€” both on the high street and online. Some questions to ask children when reading
fiction books Where does the story take place? Their journey will take them from their first attempt to recite
the alphabet all the way through to using complex grammatical forms in long pieces of writing. Ask them
about what they reading, why they like it, which character is their favourite, or which setting most appeals to
them. Can you describe the rhythm? Comparing and sharing your memories of your favourite books can be a
good way to expand reading interests. Does this poem rhyme? Developing a daily reading routine is important.
Struggling with difficult words too early can lead to frustration with reading. How would you use the index
page to find something out? Children should be discouraged from relying on sight recognition alone â€” ie
guessing words based on words they already know. Or read the book and listen to the audiobook at the same
time. By the end of KS1 they will be planning their work and writing longer pieces with a beginning, middle
and end. Buy your child an exciting bookcase! It also helps younger readers hear cadences and rhythms in
poetry and prose, and develop a love for language and wordplay. What do you think these words mean? Do
you remember? How does this poem make you feel? Through whose eyes was the story told? Our site is
protected by Copyscape who alert us to any problems and emails are sent out automatically to websites and
hosts. From a few months of age, infants can look at pictures, listen to voices, and point to objects. This will
help inform both of you when picking suitable books. When did the story take place?


